A Unique Civil War Collection

The volume brings together a variety of sources to provide a broader picture of the Civil War through the eyes of Ohioans. The collection includes personal letters, government resolutions, poetry, excerpts from fictional pieces, newspaper stories, commencement programs, etc. The selections, many of which are published here for the first time, are fully annotated. Also included is a month-by-month timeline detailing the events of the war.

*Leaving Home in Dark Blue: Chronicling Ohio’s Civil War Experience through Primary Sources & Literature*

ISBN: 978-1-935603-01-6; Paperback; $19.95

Helping Students Fight the High Cost of Textbooks

The University of Akron Press is part of a consortium of university presses that is beginning to work on open-access textbooks for particular courses. Students will be able to download a full-featured, digital textbook file free of charge. Students will also be able to purchase printed copies at reasonable prices, usually under $50.

UA Press’s first project will center on creating an open-access text for “Introduction to Psychology” courses. With the help of Dr. David Baker, Director of the Archives of the History of American Psychology, the Press was able to identify an author whose publisher had returned the rights to his work.

The Press will have the original text converted into word-processing files for editing and updating. The Press plans to extend invitations to a number of prominent educators in the field to form an advisory board for the project. *UA Press is very interested in having The University of Akron faculty become key players in this and other initiatives.* Please contact Thomas Bacher at ext. 6202 or at bacher@uakron.edu to learn more the open-access texts or to discuss an idea for an open-access text in another field.

In 2010-2012, a student at a public college paid $1137 on books and supplies. From 2007-2011, textbook costs increased by 22% or 4 times the rate of inflation.

In one class during one semester at the University of Florida, students using an open-access Calculus textbook saved a total of $150,000.
Life’s a Bit: Trends in Scholarly Communication

- Online courses for the masses — Straighterline named one of the 10 most innovative educational companies by Fast Company magazine. See http://www.straighterline.com/.
- University Press Content Consortium — Over 14,000 electronic titles from 66 respected university presses and scholarly publishers. See http://muse.jhu.edu/about/UPCC.html.

Did you know—Customized textbooks usually cost students more?
First of all, the list price is, at times, higher than for the normal text. More importantly, the student can’t sell the text back after finishing the class. Since there are no used books, other students won’t likely be able to rent the book the next time around or buy used copies. If you must create a customized text, talk to The University of Akron Press. We just might be able to make the outcome affordable for all.

New Book Series Published by The University of Akron Press

&LAW
&LAW provides a legal framework for a particular question and calls on experts in other fields such as science, business, history, engineering, political science, and even art to broaden and enhance the discussion. Series Editors: Sarah Cravens, Brant Lee, and Tracy Thomas, The University of Akron School of Law

The Center for the History of Psychology Series
This series include publications from manuscript collections (memoirs, unpublished works), illustrated works (instruments, photos, rare books), as well as brief monographs (intellectual histories, biographies, etc.) based on the Center for the History of Psychology collections. Series Editor: David B. Baker, The University of Akron

The Akron Series in Contemporary Poetics
The Akron Series in Contemporary Poetics publishes vital scholarship on trends and innovations in contemporary poetry from the U.S. and around the world. Series Editors: Mary Biddinger, The University of Akron and John Gallagher, Co-editor The Laurel Review

The University of Akron Press Critical Editions in Early American Literature
The Critical Editions series makes available popular antebellum American literature with special attention to early Ohio literature with an editor’s introduction, explanatory footnotes and an annotated bibliography. Series Editor: Jon Miller, The University of Akron

Other active Press series: Akron Series in Poetry; Ohio History and Culture; Ohio Politics